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1 Introduction

A recurruculization of the South African LLB degree took place in 1997 for purposes of the introduction of the four-year LLB degree in 1998. This recurruculization was necessary to realise transformation within legal education and training\(^1\) and was informed by three principles agreed to by the South African Law Deans (SALDA) in 1997, namely:

(i) South African law exists in and applies to a diverse or pluralistic society;
(ii) skills appropriate to the practice of law must be integrated into the degree; and
(iii) faculties must strive to inculcate ethical values in students.\(^2\)

Leslie Greenbaum notes a disquieting disjuncture between these guiding principles and the current realities of legal education. She notes: “The study suggests that reactive conservatism on the part of legal academics resulted in law curricula that replicate a cycle of disadvantage, and fail to achieve transformative learning which integrates knowledge, skills and ethical values”.\(^3\) As a consequence of this recurruculization, most faculties of law in South Africa have gradually reduced the amount of time students spend on legal history and Roman law.\(^4\) One of the primary reasons given for this has
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been the need to pare back the core curriculum to those courses perceived to be central to legal education and training. Many courses have been thus affected, by being stripped of their compulsory status and relegated to the ranks of elective courses. Furthermore, Greenbaum alleges that the determination of the core curriculum succumbed in some instances to vested interests of “senior staff members, who were able to apply pressure to secure the positioning of their particular areas of interest”. Here Greenbaum is referring to the process at the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal; however, it is the writer’s belief that this was the situation encountered at most, if not all institutions. Whether Roman law and legal history were sacrificed to vested interests cannot be stated with any confidence, however, they certainly suffered at the hands of the recurriculization.

There is also some resistance from students and academics to these courses which they regard as irrelevant to the South African jurist who, they believe, should be exposed to an “Africanised” curriculum designed to serve a post-apartheid South Africa – an Africa free from the “foreign” values reflected in the official legal system. Many South Africans, especially blacks, regard the official legal system with suspicion because of the negative impact it had on their lives: it denied them human rights and recourse to justice, and was manipulated to further the implementation and enforcement of apartheid in South Africa.

The purpose of this article is to establish the role that Roman law and legal history play in the modern South African legal system, and to expand upon the value that their study adds to the education and training of the modern jurist.

That in the current legal context there are difficulties associated with teaching Roman law and legal history to students who are often underprepared is undeniable. However, to eliminate this component of the law degree would ill serve prospective jurists and deny them exposure to fundamental principles and concepts that underlie such crucial areas of the South African law as the law of things and the law of obligations. In this article
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a case will be made for the retention of Roman law and legal history as components of the LLB degree.

As will appear below, legal history and Roman law are essential to the modern jurist. Their relevance is enormous although, sadly, many students and even some legal academics are unaware of the vital role they play. It is the purpose of this article to highlight the relevance and importance of Roman law, legal history and the legal-historical argument in modern law and to ponder some preliminary thoughts on how they can be better integrated to ensure that knowledge of critical importance is not lost forever. This discussion is opportune now as the LLB curriculum is again under scrutiny and the discussion about the retention or rejection of Roman law comes up with, as du Plessis puts it, “nauseating regularity” at such times.10 Opinions are divided and premised upon arguments surrounding the purpose of legal education.11

The Council for Higher Education recently issued a preliminary report (CHE Report) on its research into the effectiveness of the LLB degree in South Africa for its stated purpose.12 The Report served before the South African Law Deans Association on 3 November 2010 and the National Legal Education Liaison Committee on 4 November 2010; was presented at a national stakeholder’s colloquium on 11 November 2010 and, finally, was presented to the Society of Law Teachers of Southern Africa on 18 January 2011. The Council for Higher Education LLB Curriculum Project was designed to investigate what law graduates have learned during their studies and the extent to which they are prepared for their different professional career paths. This study also provided an opportunity to assess the impact on graduate preparedness of changes made to the LLB curriculum since 1998, particularly the introduction of the four-year undergraduate LLB.

The Report contains a number of statements regarding the purpose of the LLB degree. In response to the Council for Higher Education’s request, the South African Law Deans Association indicated that it views the LLB programme as providing “basic learning in law, foundational to various law-related professions”. It enumerated the knowledge, skills and abilities that LLB graduates should have in the following terms:

An LLB graduate should have:

• knowledge of the key disciplines of South African law as a distinct field of learning, including the essentials of the history, sources and practical operation of the law;

• skills associated with the effective articulation and communication of legal solutions to problems governed by law. These include advanced language skills (oral and
written), analytical skills and an understanding of the prevailing social and legal culture; and

- the ability to keep abreast of new developments in law, to research the sources of law effectively and to develop new and specialised expertise in one or more disciplines of the law independently.13

The Law Society of South Africa asserts that the Department of Justice shortened the LLB degree in 1998 from five years to four years to make it more accessible to previously disadvantaged students.14 It asserts further that some experts believe that a consequence of the four-year degree has been that students are focusing on the basic elements of law only. This, according to the Law Society, means that students do not have time to study subjects that could provide them with more insight into the society in which they will practise. Legal Education and Development (LEAD), an important body of the LSSA, therefore submits that the curriculum should be overhauled and, to this end, has submitted a core curriculum that would be acceptable to itself.15

What is regarded as essential to the curriculum differs depending upon whose opinion one is seeking. Legal practitioners, academics, business persons and students will all emphasise different elements of the curriculum. A thorough examination of the CHE Report discloses that, although it is not statistically representative,16 there is consensus amongst respondents that the degree is either too short or, if not too short, needs to be remodelled to adapt it to the available time.17 The Report should thus result in a re-evaluation of the LLB curriculum and its core components. It is to this end that I make a case for legal history and Roman law.

A brief overview of the current legal-history and Roman-law component of the curriculum at South African law faculties reveals that there is no consistency in their approach to the teaching of these subjects in the LLB degree. Certainly the amount of time and energy dedicated to these courses has declined over the last decade at the majority of institutions.18
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In making the case for the retention of Roman law and legal history as foundation courses, I shall mention some aspects of modern law that still closely resemble their Roman precursors, and take a brief look at a selection of Constitutional Court cases in which reference was made to the common law. These cases will illustrate the value of a full understanding of Roman law to the modern African jurist as well as the importance of an ability to present a cogent legal-historical argument rooted in South African legal history, incorporating the Dutch and English influences.

2 The case for Roman law

In 1946, in the foreword to the fourth edition of his *Introduction to Roman-Dutch Law*, Lee acknowledged that with legal development comes a reshaping, and in some instances a disintegration, of the old law. At that time the author predicted that the following fifty years would see a decline in recourse to the old authorities and that Roman-Dutch law would be superseded as a source of South African law by the consolidation of South African law through case authority and legislation. Despite this anticipated process, the author stressed that certain Roman-Dutch institutions are “stubbornly persistent”. Lee was not blind to the fact that in certain areas Roman-Dutch law may be burdened by ancient traditions that are “out of harmony with the spirit of the age”. Despite this observation, there is no escaping the undeniable fact that Roman-Dutch law is still a major component of the South African common law of South Africa.

...
Roman-Dutch law has roots in both Germanic customary law and Roman law. Roman law was relied upon because it was “logical, coherent, and complete”. Roman law was integrated into the curricula of European law schools because of its influence on subsequent legal development, especially in the Western world as in South Africa. The situation in Europe has, however, changed and some European law schools no longer offer Roman law, while some offer it only as an elective course and some have retained it as a core component but have created the potential for students to avoid studying it. It is clear from what was stated above that this disturbing European trend is sadly discernible in South Africa too.

Roman law is a “unique legacy of the ancient western world”, viewed by the Romans as “the art of the good and the just”. Its greatest and most lasting influence has been in the sphere of private law but it also spawned such fields of law as public international and private international law.

Most importantly, Roman law permitted jurists to create and develop legal principles by fusing existing legal principles, engendering in jurists an ability to depart from legal principles that although dictated by logic would engender injustice in individual cases. The application of Roman law was thus characterised by flexibility that facilitated its adaptation to accommodate changing social needs. This adaptability and willingness to reinterpret astutely makes the Roman jurist a model for the modern jurist when called upon to uphold a legal rule but at the same time to modify its substance. The ability to interpret creatively and innovatively is a fundamental skill essential in the development of any legal system that requires existing institutions to be utilised for new purposes.

Information on the first life of Roman law is largely sourced from the rather inaccurate Digest of Justinian’s Corpus iuris civilis, the study of which was enthusiastically pursued by European universities. The study of the Digest became increasingly systematic and the treatises and commentaries on it subjected it to extensive interpretation and distinction with a view to adapting it to meet the legal needs of their time. Through this process Roman law evolved into the European ius commune of the latter 1400s and the 1500s and is currently being used in the creation of a modern Western European ius commune. Roman law had such a pervasive influence on Western legal development that it was regarded as relevant to the teaching of law in countries in which Roman law was never applied. One such country is Denmark.
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Roman law in the Danish legal curricula was its influence on the development of Danish legal science, particularly regarding the alignment of the legal system with the principles of natural law, of which Roman law is regarded as the source. Roman law has in fact displayed an admirable depth and consistency. It exerted a lasting effect on European law. The Roman ability to harmonise law with the nature of things, coupled with the perception of it as a model for the sensible “rule of law”, was regarded as having paved the way for subsequent codification. Today, in Denmark, Roman law is taught as an elective course to students studying modern law, especially contract and delict.

In South Africa, Roman law institutions are still of vital importance. The law of property has at its core Roman law. Thus, despite modern adaptations and advances it still wears a mantle of Roman law that requires that Roman-law concepts and institutions be fully understood. Nor has the law of obligations shed its Roman-law character, and it cannot be properly appreciated by a jurist ignorant of the development of the modern laws from their ancient roots. The concepts protection of possession, elasticity of ownership, nemo plus iuris, dolus, culpa, no liability without fault, the protection of reputation, dignity and personal integrity, liability for damage caused by animals (strict liability), the reasonable man and many more legal concepts and institutions are remnants of Roman law. These examples of the Roman-law heritage are obvious; although there are many more that are less obvious.

Cornie van der Merwe makes a strong case for the proposition that although Roman law adhered to the maxim superficies solo cedit, certain exceptions to this maxim were already recognised in Roman times. He relies upon a selection of texts from the Digest that may be interpreted in such a way as to support his argument that some forms of individual ownership of sections of a building existed in classical Roman law and emphasises that the phenomenon was definitely recognised in the post-classical period in the Roman provinces of Syria and Palestine.

Alfredo Rabello shows that the Unidroit Principles of International Commercial Contracts (Unidroit Principles) and the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL) may also trace their development back to the principles of impossibility found in Roman law of contract. He asserts that a rapprochement between the civil- and common-
law traditions regarding impossibility has spawned international documents such as the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG), the Unidroit Principles of International Commercial Contracts and the Principles of European Contract Law.41 Rabello then indicates that although the modern approach that equates initial and supervening impossibility of performance would appear to be the antithesis of the Roman-law approach, the law as practised in Italy reflected that this modern approach was the one taken by the Italian judges.42

Pascal Pichonnaz explores the development of the *interpellatio*.43 He, too, refers to the move away from the Roman-law principles of default or *mora*, impossibility of performance, incomplete or faulty performance and non-performance, found in some of the continental codifications, to a conflation of these in the single concept of breach of contract found in the CISG, Unidroit Principles and PECL.44 He surveys the punitive nature of default in Roman law, shifting the risk and founding damages claims for delay in appropriate cases,45 and the need to make a demand or give notice (interpellatio) in certain circumstances.46 Given the punitive nature of default, fault was required as was notice. The CISG and Unidroit Principles no longer require notice in order for a claim in damages for non-performance to arise. They do, however, require that the buyer or seller must give notice of an additional time limit before the contract can be avoided for non-performance.47 Thus, a debtor was in default in Roman law only where performance was possible and the debtor knew or could reasonably be expected to have known of the specific time when his performance was due. Notice served the purpose of ensuring that the debtor was possessed of this knowledge.48 So it is that Pichonnaz succeeds in showing that there is a “continuum from Roman times” in that Roman law required a notice warning the debtor that his failure to perform would lead to punitive consequences, and modern law requires a notice warning the debtor that failure to perform will result in the avoidance of the contract.

Jannie Otto49 demonstrates that the modern invention, “consumer credit and consumer protection” is indeed not entirely modern and he takes an historical journey tracing its roots back to Roman protection of consumers, although the Romans did not have modern terminology.50 The Romans recognised the warranty against latent defects
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and the ultra duplum principle limiting interest. The Romans thus paved the way for consumer protection. Very little in the field of consumer protection is entirely new. Usury legislation has precursors in Roman and Roman-Dutch law. Although this area of the law has become more sophisticated and complex, it remains fundamentally rooted in Roman law.

These are but a few examples of the unexpected persistence of Roman law in contemporary law in South Africa and Europe; they are not intended to constitute a numerus clausus.

3 The case for legal history and the historical argument in modern law

First, a study of history gives context and texture to contemporary law. The present law grows out of the past, and the future out of the present. Knowledge of legal history seems an indispensable guide both to the present law and to decision making on its future.

Secondly, an uncodified system does not break with history, so that ancient history remains part of the living law. If sources of law are to be understood, their historical context is of vital importance. To this end “historical sensitivity” is required. This statement is especially true in the South African system in which the past is still of practical value today. Thus the past remains of vital importance to the present.

Clearly, law constitutes both a product and an instrument of social engineering. Without a grasp of the historical factors that influenced its development there can be no insight into where South African law is today and how it might develop in the future. That “law is politics” may be seen clearly when tracing the development of Roman, Roman-Dutch and English law and their influences on South African law. Indeed the need to Africanise the LLB curriculum is as much about politics as it is about law. Many of the shortcomings of the modern South African legal system are a direct result of political considerations that shaped South African law in the past. For this reason law and history are as closely entwined as law and politics. In applying and developing modern law, the modern jurist must be able to construct a well-reasoned legal-historical argument and therefore both Roman law and legal history are worthy of an important place in the LLB curriculum.
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Furthermore, with the increasing emphasis on legal comparison, a thorough knowledge of the history and development of the local and foreign law is essential. In order to contextualise legal development, the comparativist must understand the history, politics, economics and social context within which a legal system operates.

In Europe, the fate of Roman law has been tied to the concept of the harmonisation of European law and the development of a new European *ius commune*. This idea that the importance of Roman law lies in its role in the harmonisation process has been used by those opposed to its continuing grasp on the curriculum, to illustrate the fact that Roman law is only important insofar as it relates to European private law and has no independent claim to respect and study. Arguments that Roman law has an important role to play in the harmonisation process have been deliberately misinterpreted by many, including critical legal theorists, in order to undermine the relevance of Roman law in Europe today. These critics emphasise the present and the future, at the expense of the past.

Tying Roman law to European private law is but one approach that may be taken. This view overlooks the intrinsic value of Roman law, which teaches students how to think like lawyers. Patterns of legal thought that have emerged over a period of time will provide reasons why the law has developed in a particular manner and how the law has accommodated diversity. Jurists cannot properly appreciate the legal rules that are the tools of their trade without respecting the foundations upon which they are built. In the words of Glenn, “it is true that human life without recall of the past is scarcely imaginable”. He pertinently stresses that the past may be difficult to retain and may disappear. Those who regard history as a “load of ancient lumber” associated with corruption or past injustice and the perpetuation of inequality, may oppose its teaching. Nevertheless, the past remains an invaluable tool in “revolving the law” and in acting as a catalyst for change. South Africa has a legal system in which cases, legislation and texts of the past retain practical significance, so that the past and the present remain inextricably intertwined.

The following sample of Constitutional Court cases illustrates clearly the importance of a thorough understanding of Roman law and legal history. Roman law has much to offer in and of itself but it is most important to the South African jurist in so far as it was received into the Roman-Dutch common law. Similarly, important concepts adopted into the common law from English law remain important. Thus, as may be seen from the following discussion, the historical cannot be discounted when considering modern legal development. That is not to say that Roman, Roman-Dutch or indeed English legal principles are being directly applied in the cases below, simply that legal-historical
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arguments based upon South African common law, influenced both by Roman-Dutch and English law, continue to be offered.

In *Crown Restaurant CC v Gold Reef City Theme Park (Pty) (Ltd)*, the Constitutional Court was approached for leave to appeal a High Court judgment. The applicant sought a reintroduction of the Roman-law equitable remedy, the *exceptio doli generalis*. The *exceptio* was “buried” by the Appellate Division in *Bank of Lisbon and South Africa Ltd v De Ornelas and Another*. The Constitutional Court did not deal with the issues raised by the applicant since they had not been raised in the High Court. Leave to appeal was thus denied. It is unfortunate that the matter was not raised in the High Court as this could have opened the door to an interesting and innovative argument in the Constitutional Court. Instead, all the case actually illustrates is that the potential exists for such an argument to take place in future.

In *Dikoko v Mokhatla*, a defamation case, the court, in assessing the quantum of damages, referred to the *actio iniuriarum* as a Roman remedy available to a person whose personality rights were infringed by the actions of another. In determining whether a wrongdoer could be ordered to retract a statement and to apologise, the court referred to the Roman-Dutch legal remedy of *amende honorable*. In her judgment, Mokgoro J notes that, although the remedy has fallen into disuse, Willis J in the High Court expressed the view that it still forms part of South African law. Certainly apology is a potentially important part of the solution to legal disputes in modern South African law.

In *Fose v Minister of Safety and Security* the Constitutional Court addressed the issue of punitive damages. In so doing it examined the damages that could be awarded in terms of the Aquilian action and for *iniuria*. In *K v Minister of Safety and Security* the Constitutional Court set aside the Supreme Court of Appeal findings. The Supreme Court of Appeal had refused to develop the South African common-law rules on vicarious liability in order to render it “consistent with the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights” and found the respondent vicariously liable. The decision of the Constitutional Court to develop the common law on vicarious liability rested upon considerations relating to the purport and spirit of the Constitution and the fact that the
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officers in question had committed an omission and a commission. The Constitutional Court examined the common-law rules on vicarious liability in cases of an employee’s deviation from the normal performance of his or her duties in circumstances where the deviation is intentional and results in a wrong. In *Khumalo and Others v Holomisa* the Constitutional Court examined the common-law principles relating to the onus of proof in defamation cases, as developed. The common-law principles of defamation were considered and then measured against the Constitution. In *Masiya v Director of Public Prosecutions (Pretoria) and Others* the Constitutional Court examined its role in developing the common law, particularly the criminal law regarding the offence of rape. To this end the Court had to examine the common-law definition of rape and to assess it within the context of constitutional imperatives.

There are any number of cases in which reference is made to the common law. The above serve merely as an illustration. What they clearly demonstrate, however, is that if one wishes to formulate cogent legal arguments an understanding of historical influences on legal development continues to be of importance.

### 4 Conclusion

The Council for Higher Education Report has revealed that the top ten priorities identified by academia and practice coincide to a significant degree. Of these, many are so-called “skills-based” in nature. An investigation reveals that institutions are delivering knowledge more readily than skills. Thus jurisprudence and legal-historical subjects, viewed as knowledge-based rather than skills-based, are being taught well but are not valued. Other teaching that appears to be successful but not valued is that on constitutional principles and non-legal or social-context based courses. This demand for increased teaching of clinical law and skills is neither new, nor limited to the South African context. In 1993, an entire issue of the *Oregon Law Review* was dedicated to articles presented at an international symposium on legal education in law schools in a variety of countries in which this issue also arose. In 1988, JC van der Walt examined the need to evaluate legal education and indicated that consensus had been reached in 1983 that universities were responsible for the academic
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and theoretical training of the law students and that their professional training was the responsibility of the profession. This allocation of roles was supported in 1997 by the Law Society and Nic Swart, Director of LEAD, is on record as saying “if one wanted to provide adequate academic tuition it would be impossible to include practical training programmes” in the four-year LLB. Nicholson stresses that practical training was envisaged to remain within the purview of practice in the 1998/1999 recurruculization of the LLB degree and, it is submitted, the reasons for this, offered at that time, remain valid today. It should be borne in mind, however, that legal skills and practical training are two different things and that reading, writing and thinking skills essential to any jurist must be developed throughout the curriculum. No longer should “[l]ecturers pretend to teach the analytical process necessary to discover the law, namely reasoning like a jurist”. They should in fact assist students to identify correct juridical solutions as influenced by socio-economic and political factors, prevailing ideology and other factors relevant to current social reality.

It is always good to examine what is being done and determine whether it is being done efficiently. Because law graduates must be equipped to deal with the realities of modern South African legal practice, a re-examination of the role and purpose of the LLB degree is to be welcomed. That the syllabus must be relevant and go beyond mere rote learning is beyond question. Graduates must develop their ability to apply acquired knowledge in an appropriate manner. To this end, calls for the integration of skills into the classroom have been heard for decades. Sadly, however, Swart’s statement alluded to above on the impossibility of including practical training in the four-year LLB if adequate academic knowledge is to be transferred to the student, remains valid. Nevertheless students must learn how to identify appropriate law applicable to a given situation and understand how that law will be interpreted. They must be taught how to analyse the law and reason effectively. It is submitted that Roman law and legal history have much to offer in teaching these juristic skills. For this reason to simply replace a course on Roman law by a section on the legal development of the relevant modern South African law in each substantive law module will not suffice. Certainly the origins of the rules of private law and concepts of public law can and should be taught in the relevant substantive law courses, but the process of positivisation of natural law and equity and the logical, reasoned approach to legal development will not be adequately addressed in this manner. Nor will the importance to modern South African law of South African legal historical development and the legal-historical argument be adequately addressed in this manner.
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It should also be noted that the syllabi of law modules are extremely crowded so that there is little or no time within courses to dedicate to the historical antecedents of modern law. It is thus to be feared that any attempt to incorporate a substantial historical component into such courses would meet with some resistance and that this aspect of the work might then receive little more than a cursory mention.

I therefore suggest that innovative methods such as enquiry-based processes\textsuperscript{95} be used to integrate the historical development of relevant legal rules, principles and concepts into substantive private-law and even public-law courses but that separate courses on Roman legal development and the history of South African law be retained. In this way the inherent value of these subjects to aspirant jurists will be preserved.

The University of Pretoria is currently reviewing all its LLB courses and considering the implementation of an enquiry-based approach to teaching that will enhance students’ research, reading and writing skills whilst allowing a more integrated approach to the subject matter being taught. This should make the relevance of the various courses and their relationship to each other more evident to students. To this end, an integrated assignment will be offered in the second semester of the first year, in which students will be required to integrate their legal skills and the knowledge they have acquired in courses on Roman law, legal history and introduction to law. Furthermore, a colloquium on legal history and Roman law is planned for late 2011 or early 2012 at which lecturers in these courses will be able to exchange views on approaches to be taken in the future.

While practice seems to be seeking legal mechanics rather than jurists, it is the writer’s opinion that for lawyers to be socially conscious and ethical they must be exposed to courses such as legal history, Roman law and jurisprudence. These will be formative in their development into thinking, humane lawyers who will contextualise legal problems and avoid the simple, mechanical enforcement of rules and regulations.

**Abstract**

This article explores the role of Roman law and legal history in the training of the modern jurist. A case is made for the retention of Roman law and legal history as vital components of the LLB degree. In making this case, the writer explores the reasons for reconsidering the role of these courses at this time and the inherent value that both offer the aspirant jurist. The article concludes with some preliminary suggestions on how these courses may be better integrated into the curriculum.

\textsuperscript{95} Research assignments and assignments could be used to force students to self-study and, at the same time, to acquire valuable research and writing skills.